Seeking part-time course developer with expertise in Front-End Development with HTML, CSS and JavaScript

UW Continuum College (UWC²) has an outstanding opportunity for an experienced front-end developer to provide subject matter expertise as a course developer working with our curriculum design team. The UWC² design team includes a variety of specialized staff who design curriculum, produce content, design instruction and assessments, produce digital media, train instructors, and more. The course developer and design team will work together to create learning content that is relevant to adult learners seeking to expand their skills and accelerate their careers. The work for this project involves redeveloping content for the UW Professional and Continuing Education Certificate in Front-end Development with HTML, CSS and JavaScript that is consistently dynamic, flexible, accessible, and ready for delivery in multiple formats (classroom, online, self-paced on-line, and accelerated.)

Course development content will include:

- Course lessons, presentations, activities and assignments
- Video and/or audio scripts and recordings
- Assessments (quizzes, knowledge checks, exams, projects, etc.)
- Teaching notes to help orient instructors to the learning content

Expectations and Responsibilities

- The development work will take place between July and December 2018. There are three 30-hour courses in the certificate program and the expectation is that there would be multiple developers.
- A detailed schedule outlining scope of work and incremental deliverables will be agreed upon in the final contract.
- The part-time development work is performed primarily off-site with weekly check-in meetings
- On-site work will involve participating in an initial kick-off meeting, during video phase 3-4 hour blocks per week on site scheduled as needed.

Requirements

- 5-7 years relevant experience in front-end development, HTML, CSS and JavaScript
- Prior teaching or mentoring experience with adult learners is desired, but not required.
- Complete a one (1) hour screen test with our multimedia instructional design team
- Innovative individual who is open to creating learning experiences in multiple delivery formats

Compensation  $3,000 - $5,000 per course

For more information or to apply contact Paula McArdle at pmcardle@uw.edu or 206-685-2243

The University of Washington (UW) is proud to be one of the nation's premier educational and research institutions. UW Continuum College (UWC²) expands the reach of the University of Washington with programs like UW Professional & Continuing Education, International & English Language Programs, Summer Youth and the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute at the UW that meet the needs of various learners at all phases of their lives. We're focused on removing obstacles to relevant educational opportunities by addressing geographic, financial, length of commitment, and time constraints, increasing access to education for more people. By looking ahead and experimenting with new approaches, we're creating new educational opportunities to help people thrive in a world of change.
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